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MiCorps CLMP Update
Work is underway to kick off this sorely missed program for the 2021 season.
Please check back with us later this year in this newsletter, on the MLSA
website, and on the MiCorps website for details about registration and data
you may be holding on to from 2020. You may also be interested in the
Volunteer Stream Monitoring Program and the Volunteer Stream Clean Up
Programs too, MiCorps does it all. We are working on some exciting
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enhancements and will have everything ready in early 2021. We are as eager
to get going again as you are and we will have more information soon!

Riparians concerned about
potential impact of Michigan
Senate Bill 431 on local
zoning control in Michigan
by Lon Nordeen, MLSA Board Secretary 

SB431 was sponsored by Sen. Adam Hollier (D-District 2). The bill has passed
out of committee review and has gone to the floor for a potential vote. SB431
would amend the Michigan Zoning Enabling Act to prohibit local governments
from preventing mineral extraction unless there are “very serious
consequences”, there is also a similar bill, HB5979 sponsored by Rep Triston
Cole (R-District 105)

We were contacted by Gregg Berens about his experience with mining near
Wilkinson Lake and this is what he had to say, “Our chain-of-lakes association,
Healthy Waters Alliance, has been fighting this [mining operation] on the local
level for several months now. It seems obvious to us that this is a horrible
place for a gravel operation. This is a quiet, residential lake community. They
want to be able to mine within 50 feet of the lake which at that location is all
wetlands. They want to be allowed to pump huge amounts of water to wash
the gravel. Plus, they want to crush gravel on-site.  Can you imagine the
noise, the dust, and all the potential environmental disasters that an
operation like this would bring. This would all be done with about 170 homes
being within 1/2 mile from the mine. We already have people putting their
homes up for sale (I'm considering that as well). Our research has found no
other instances of a mining operation being allowed to operate directly on
the shores of a residential lake in Michigan. This would be a horrible
precedent to set, and if SB 431 passes it might not be the last. We have been
trying to get the word out to the community both about our gravel pit fight
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and about SB 431. The more people we can get informed and on our side the
better it will be for all those folks who love and cherish living on a quiet,
healthy lake.”
 

Arguing For the Bill
Mining, construction, and other groups that support the bill underscore the
importance of gravel in much needed road construction and repair as well as
other infrastructure projects. 

In the Detroit News, Senator Hollier argued that the state needs one set
of zoning rules on the subject instead of differing rules depending
where residents live. Also, aggregates like sand, gravel and limestone
are used for building projects. It’s expensive to transport, so having
more mines in operation helps to keep material prices from increasing
significantly.
According to Beryl Falbaum, a spokesperson for Edw. C Levy Company, a
large international mining company operating in the Holly area: “You’re
not going to fix the roads without our materials,” he said. Anything
related to building — whether roads, homes or airport runways comes
from aggregate mining. He said there is a shortage of materials, in that
the supply isn’t meeting the demand. He’s citing a study that
his company offered in support of SB431 in Metamora.
Alexander Patsy with the Genesee County Road Commission echoed
these concerns. He said the materials aren’t scarce, but making new
mines might be difficult due to local regulations. He said the GCRC uses
tens of thousands of tons of material per year.
John Sellek is spokesperson for the 110-member Michigan Aggregates
Association, he points out that aggregate companies are the first layer
in a construction process. They remove the raw materials from the
earth to be refined and used into other regular products. The Fenton
and Holly areas are rich in gravel.

 

Arguing Against the Bill
Is there a real requirement for the gravel industry to receive special
treatment under the law? The underlying requirement for this bill had been
brought into question when it was revealed that the study used to support the
need was developed by mining lobby groups. State of Michigan auditors found
that MDOT gave considerable influence to outside work for a state-paid study



on whether Michigan has enough aggregates to do future highway
construction projects.
Legislation removing local oversight over the location and operations of sand
and gravel mining would be dangerous to Michigan communities, churches,
schools and the environment, according to a coalition of statewide
organizations that have joined together to urge opposition to Senate Bill 431.
Coalition members include the Michigan Townships Association, Michigan
Municipal League, Michigan Association of Counties, Michigan Association of
Planning, Southeast Michigan Council of Governments, Michigan
Environmental Council, Michigan League of Conservation Voters and Michigan
Association of School Boards.

“Senate Bill 431 is a wholly unwarranted piece of legislation that
eliminates local officials’ ability to have any say in the impact of sand
and gravel mines in their communities,” said Neil Sheridan, executive
director of the Michigan Townships Association. “While MTA supports
access to materials necessary to fix Michigan’s roads, the existing
process allows for local governments to balance those needs, along with
those of their residents and the impact of mining operations in their
borders. This bill, however, removes local authority and all safeguards
to ensure that balance.” The legislation would essentially allow the
aggregate industry to operate unfettered, with virtually zero oversight
at any level of government, unfairly favoring the industry over our
residents, students and the environment."
“This bill is an attack on local government’s ability to plan and zone for
sand and gravel operations, and is in direct opposition to the principles
of quality community planning,” added Andrea Brown, executive
director of the Michigan Association of Planning. “Local government
must be permitted to make data-based decisions about ALL uses—
including sand and gravel operations—so that the health, safety and
welfare of Michigan residents can be preserved.” 
“This bill essentially takes away all oversight of aggregate mining in the
state,” said Michigan Environmental Council Policy Director Sean
Hammond. “We see the current local permitting process as sufficient to
help protect residents from the potential impacts of aggregate mining.
This proposed ‘one size fits all’ standard is simply a checklist of
documents to submit. It is not responsive to concerns around
groundwater contamination, noise pollution, or whether the



remediation plan is sufficient to restore the site after the mining
company is done with it.” 
"The water level of on-site lakes could be reduced, detrimentally
affecting provincially specific wetlands. Pits and quarries disrupt the
existing movement of surface water and groundwater; they interrupt
natural water recharge and can lead to reduced quantity and quality of
drinking water for residents and wildlife near or downstream from a
quarry site. In Michigan, under Public Act 631 of 2018, lakes under 5
acres do not undergo water quality reviews unless they connect to
another body of water via the surface or a shallow aquifer; this
represents a direct pathway of exposure, " according to Tim Minotas of
Sierra Club.

Our suggestion is for Michigan voters to read the bills and make their own
decisions. However, from my personal perspective as a long-term lake
resident who regularly attends the local Planning Commission and Board
meetings, I wouldn’t want to lose local control over all mining operations! 
 

Sources

Senate Bill 0431 
House Bill 5979 
Senate Bill 431 prompts concern over mining by Tim Jagielo, Multimedia
Director of Tri-County Times
Coalition urges Senate committee to vote ‘no’ on Senate Bill 431
Audit: State Gave Gravel Industry Influence in Faulty Study by David
Eggert, Associated Press

Recordings Available for
Conserving Lakes in a Changing Environment

As you will recall, we convened online for the Michigan Inland Lakes Convention,
September 16-18, 2020, to learn and share the latest innovations and ideas in lake

stewardship, and to network with others who share our passion for lakes!
Most Convention sessions were recorded. These video recordings are now available
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and are found on the Convention pages for Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. If you
missed the convention or there is a session you couldn't attend, check out the

recordings to see what you might have missed.

$3.6 million in grants
available to target invasive
species in Michigan
The program – a joint effort of the Michigan departments of Natural
Resources; Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy; and Agriculture and Rural
Development – is part of a statewide initiative launched in 2014 to help
prevent, detect and control invasive species in Michigan.

Program Webinar on Thursday, Nov.5:

Part 1 starts at 9 a.m. and will focus on general grant information, 2020
priorities and the application process.
Part 2 follows at 10 a.m. and will explain the Cooperative Invasive
Species Management Area (CISMA) application process and funding for
2020.

Information and registration available at Michigan.gov/MISGP.
A recorded version of the webinar will be available after Nov. 10.
 

2020 priorities

This year the program is seeking projects to detect and control high-risk
invasive species, including Japanese stiltgrass and hemlock woolly
adelgid, and to initiate surveys in high-quality environments like Great
Lakes islands.
Emphasis is placed on developing strategies to increase public adoption
of decontamination practices that prevent the spread of invasive
species. Projects improving preparedness for species that may arrive in
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Michigan and those which expand identification and management
training opportunities are also sought.
Priority is given to supporting Cooperative Invasive Species Management
Areas (CISMAs) across the state to implement strategic plans for
outreach, detection and control of regional priority species.
Projects providing new tools or improve techniques for detecting and
managing established species, including European frog-bit, starry
stonewort and invasive knotweed species, are also are requested.

Program purpose

The Michigan Invasive Species Grant Program supports projects
throughout the state that prevent, detect, manage and eradicate
invasive species on the ground and in the water. Total program funding
is set by the Legislature and the governor during the annual budget
cycle.
Regional Cooperative Invasive Species Management Areas (CISMAs)
are operating in all of Michigan’s 83 counties, assisting the public in
identifying and managing invasive species. Contact information for
individual CISMAs can be found at Michigan.gov/Invasives in the Local
Resources section.

Important program dates and information

Local, state, federal and tribal units of government, nonprofit
organizations and universities may apply for funding to support invasive
species projects in Michigan. Full project proposals are due Dec. 11.
Award announcement is anticipated in March 2021.
Grant requests for general projects can range from a minimum of
$25,000 to a maximum of $400,000. CISMAs can request up to $60,000
for annual implementation of prevention, detection and control
activities and up to $40,000 for specific survey and treatment projects.
Applicants must commit to provide a minimum of 10 percent (in the
form of a local match) of the total project cost.
Competitive applications will outline clear objectives, propose
significant ecological benefits, demonstrate diverse collaboration and
show strong community support.

For more information, check out Michigan.gov/MISGP.
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The DNR is working to restore populations of Snuffbox Mussels to Michigan waters.
These imperiled mussels can improve water quality and reproduce in a fascinating

way that involves perch. You can read about the propagation efforts here and watch
a video about the project at Webber Dam.

November 17, 2020, 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Delicious but dangerous:
Responding to the Michigan red swamp crayfish invasion
The newest crayfish invader in Michigan draws a spectrum of opinions.
Although many associate red swamp crayfish with crawfish boils, they are also
one of the world’s most widespread invasive crayfish species and can have a
range of negative impacts. Join us to learn about the risks red swamp crayfish
pose, the ongoing response efforts in Michigan and the research underway to
improve control efforts. Presenters Dr. Lucas Nathan, aquatic invasive species
coordinator for the Michigan DNR, and Dr. Brian Roth, associate professor at
Michigan State University will share their field experience and answer
questions.

What is NRTF?
The Nature Resources Trust Fund has come to the forefront recently because of the

initiative we see on the November 2020 ballot called Proposal 1. The State of
Michigan has some resources to help the public understand this unique program,

take a look at the video below, check out the NRTF webpage, and this article
highlighting places that have been made possible by the trust fund.

Lake Advocates
By Melissa DeSimone, MLSA Executive Director

We are excited to begin a new partnership with organizations across the
country to address the issues of lake and stream protection. Organizations
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from Minnesota, Maine, New Hampshire, Wisconsin, and Oregon (for starters)
have begun monthly meetings to share thoughts, solutions, and strategy for
our common concerns. MLSA represents Michigan in this newly formed
coalition and we look forward to the ideas we can bring back to our state. We
will keep you updated as new information and initiatives are formulated
here.

Giving to MLSA
Members and Friends, we want to take this time as 2020 is wrapping up to remind

you to support our organization. Michigan Lakes and Streams Association is a
501(c)3 Nonprofit Organization that relies on memberships, magazine subscriptions,
and your generous donations to bring you the latest news in water conservation, to
represent you on a statewide level with our partner organizations, and to advocate

for lake and stream protections on behalf of all of us. 
A donation to MLSA, a gift membership to a friend, or a gift subscription of The

Michigan Riparian magazine for a new waterfront property owner benefits your friend
or loved one and also our organization. As we enter 2021, we will be in our 60th year

as an organization working to assist associations and individuals to protect their
favorite waterway. Help us continue our work for years to come.

If you choose to make a donation it is potentially tax deductible depending on your
filing status, please check with your accountant. If you are over 70, you may wish to
consider the significant tax benefits of a Qualified Charitable Deduction to MLSA as

part of your qualified retirement account's Required Minimum Distribution. Your direct
gift to MLSA would not be taxed and the full gift amount would be used to support our

many programs and our mission to protect inland lakes and streams.
To find out more about what we do, visit: What We Do

To make a donation, please visit: Donate

On Behalf of our board, staff, and members - Thank You!
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Tuesday
or sooner!

Michigan Lakes and Streams Association, Inc. is a 501(c)3 nonprofit, state-
wide organization dedicated to the preservation, protection, and wise

management of Michigan’s vast treasure of inland lakes. 

Ready to help us protect Michigan's waterways?
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